
SIGMA 1600 PRO

The SIGMA 1600 PRO is an electrical workshop band saw machine for
plastic pipes up to '1600 mm.

The SIGMA 1600 PRO was specially designed to perform easy cuts with a
wide range of inclinations, therefore becoming the ideal tool to use with the

ALFA fittings machines for the construction of special fittings (bends, wyes,

tees and crosses), by joining pipe segments. The band saw can be supplied

with a complete range of accessories (top model) liked a PLC system

through which the operator can set in the exact cutting lengths and angles

with the highest precision (these data being displayed during the entire

operation). Certain angles, like 45', are automatically reached, which

drastically reduces the setting time. A control device immediately stops the

cutting operation, whenever the operator sets in a wrong inclination (angle),

for which the blade risks to strike against the pipe housing bench.

Composed of:
- a pipe housing bench complete with powered (top modelversion)

sliding rollers;
- a rotary arm, with a universal pipe blocking that can easily clamp pipe

bars as well as short pipe sectors (segments);
- an arm with blade block band arc (belt type) with adjustable speed

feed (top model version) on recirculating ball guides, able to rotate on

a rail system, in order to perform the various cut inclrnations (angles);

- a continuous (top model version) control blade guide telescopic
system, to reduce to the minimum the blade vibration, no matter which

is the pipe diameter and/or thickness being cut;
- a safety pilot cabin (top model version) with guards for greater

operator safety, where the control panel is placed;
- an easy-use control panel (top model version), thanks to the simplified

graphics display. The control panel has a pipe clamping pressure

regulator, pipe/blade speed velocity regulators, and an inclination degree

and movement reading display;
- an auxiliary control panel (top model version) placed at front, in order

to deskill feed and clamping operations whenever pipe dimensions limit

the operator visibility.

SUPPLIED WITH

- Band saw machine complete with an auxiliary bench to cut welded
pipe sectors (segments) and support kit for the pipe sectors (to
prevent them from being damaged).

Please contact our Sales office for more details on this product !
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SIGMA 1600 PRO

Powered sliding rollers system
(for the pipes)

Rotary hydraulic arm



TECHNICAL FEATURES

Power supplv 400 V - Three-ohase+N - 50/60H2
Power absorbed 6500 w
Workino ranqe 1 10 + '1600 mm

Maximum cut inclination 67,5 "
Anole orecision deoree +0.1 o
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Control panel

MACHINE WEIGHT 5300,00 Kg
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Telescopic

Pilot cabin

DIMENSIONS(WxDxH)
Maximum overall dimensions 8944 x 8020 x 4600 mm

Pioe housino bench lenoth 5714 mm

Support kit (for the pipe sectors)
bench lenqth

3230 mm

Blade hold arm ranqe of action 6320 mm

Auxiliary bench
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